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In this paper, we recall an operator-based framework for the description of meshless discretizations using nodal integration. Using this framework, we are able to define a dual gradient inspired by the integration by parts formula, clarify its role in the discretization of a simple diffusion problem and specify sufficient conditions to satisfy the patch test. For symmetric discretizations, we show that one of these conditions reduces to a discrete version of Stokes' theorem, which we call differentiation/integration compatibility of meshless operators.
Our earlier work [22] focused on the recovery of these compatibility conditions via the modification of gradient coefficients. In a companion presentation [23] , we extend the analysis to the concept of element-based integration and investigate the possibility of a one-shot solution algorithm, jointly solving for both compatibility and pressure.
The present work however is an attempt at achieving compatibility while keeping the computational simplicity of SPH. Instead of solving a global linear system for compatibility, the position of SPH nodes are adapted so that compatibility conditions are naturally enforced using classical and well-known SPH gradients.
In the context of Lagrangian simulation, this means that the SPH nodes are not advected with the physical velocity, but with a corrected velocity. The idea is not new: it can be traced back to Monaghan and his XSPH formulation [19] , and appeared more recently in the context of fluid dynamics with the works of Adami, Hu and Adams ( [1] and [16] for instance). In this work, we try to incorporate their corrections to our framework, generalize their method and give a novel interpretation for their results.
INTRODUCTION
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is a family of meshless simulation methods initiated in 1977 with the independent contributions of Lucy ([17] ) and Gingold and Monaghan ([10] ). SPH was initially applied to astrophysical problems and still enjoys success in this field (see [25] for a recent review), but its scope of applications soon widened to cover very complex flow problems ( [11] for fluid-structure interaction for instance, [2] regarding chemically reacting viscous flows), elasticity and plasticity problems ( [18] for instance), as well as complex magneto-hydrodynamic problems ( [24] ). Thanks to its robustness, SPH seems ideally suited to give an answer to geometrically or physically complex problems, where all other methods usually fail. Comparatively little work has been dedicated to solve well established simple test-cases with analytical solutions (let us cite [13] and [3] as exceptions).
However, SPH has long suffered from stability issues characterized by local loss of quality of the point cloud (particle clumping, formations of voids. See for instance [26] where the infamous term "tensile instability" originated) Unsurprisingly, the main effort in the SPH community has been to propose several remedies to control the apparition of instability (see [19] with the XSPH formulation and [20] introducing artificial stress formulation). More recently, significant improvements to stability as well as point-wise accuracy have been achieved with Adami, Hu and Adams' "transport-velocity" formulation (see [1] and [16] ).
In previous works ( [21] and [22] ), the present authors have investigated the influence of the properties of discrete meshless differentiation operators (or meshless "gradients") on the accuracy of the solution of a simple diffusion problem in the context of nodal integration. In section 2, we very briefly recall the symmetric meshless discretization of the diffusion problem and derive sufficient conditions to pass the patch test, which we call "compatibility conditions". Our earlier work [22] focused on the recovery of these conditions via the modification of gradient coefficients and the introduction of a corrected gradient at the cost of solving a global linear system. Section 2.6 however is an attempt to achieve compatibility while keeping the computational simplicity of SPH: Instead of solving a global linear system for compatibility, the position of SPH nodes are adapted so that compatibility conditions are naturally enforced using classical and well-known SPH gradients. We show that this technique yields second order convergence for the diffusion problem.
Finally, we revisit the contributions of Adami, Hu and Adams and propose a slightly different procedure to limit the inconsistencies of the classical SPH gradient. This modification allows an easier interpretation and exploration of its consequences, which we undertake in section 3.
DISCRETIZATION OF THE DIFFUSION PROBLEM

The Meshless Framework
In SPH, every node i of the point cloud C (including those of the "boundary" cloud ∂C) located at coordinates x i is attributed a positive volume usually denoted V i . These volumes play the role of weights to define a discrete scalar product between fields f, g : C → R, approximating the classical L 2 scalar product between functions as:
A discrete meshless differential operator, or "meshless gradient" is a linear operator :
the number of space dimensions). Such an operator can always be written at point i as:
where the A i,j are vector coefficients (the coefficient V i was added for convenience, see equation 4). There is a priori (and in general) no relation between A i,j and A j,i . A meshless gradient is said to have n-th order consistency if it is exact on all monomials of order at most n. Mimicking integration by parts theorem, given a "primal" meshless gradient , we can introduce a "dual" meshless gradient * , as:
Remark: We only consider functions that are identically null on the border ∂C not to have to include a boundary term in the right-hand side of equation 3. Boundary nodes will thus need to receive a special treatment in what follows.
From equation 3, we can easily derive that the coefficients A * i,j of the dual gradient will in general read:
The (skew-)symmetry of this formula entails * * = . This underlines the fact that and * are actually dual to each other. There is a priori no reason to prefer one gradient over the other.
Classical examples of meshless gradients
Given a kernel function W h , let us list three well-known meshless gradient from the SPH literature (see [14] ) as well as their dual counterparts:
• The "classical" SPH gradient, which is equal to its dual because of the symmetry properties of the kernel function:
• The renormalized gradient of order 0, which is zeroth-order consistent:
Its dual gradient can be written as:
In particular, the dual renormalized 0 gradient of a constant scalar field is twice the classical gradient of this constant :
• The renormalized gradient of order 1:
Where B i is the d × d matrix set as to recover first order consistency:
In the above formula, ⊗ denotes the classical tensor product. The dual gradient R1 * i can be written:
Strong discretization of the diffusion problem
In the following sections, regularity conditions which should be put on continuous fields are knowingly ignored because they are irrelevant to the discretization procedure. Let us consider the following strong form of the diffusion problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions on
If we bluntly replace continuous operators with discrete ones, we find the following strong SPH discretization:
Note that this is not the only possible meshless discretization of the strong form given in equation 11. Equation 12 defines the following strong discrete Laplace operator:
This operator is not symmetric in general, has been observed to yield nearly singular systems, and thus would need stabilization techniques in order to give satisfactory results. A sufficient condition for the discrete strong laplacian of a linear function to identically vanish (which is a sufficient condition for the patch test) is the first order consistency of the meshless gradient .
Weak discretization of the diffusion problem
The corresponding weak form of the diffusion problem can be written as follows:
Again bluntly replacing continuous operators with discrete ones, we find the following weak SPH discretization:
The coefficients of the corresponding (self-adjoint !) weak laplacian discrete operator then read:
Sufficient conditions for the discrete weak laplacian of a linear function to be null (which is a necessary condition for the patch test) are the first order consistency of the primal gradient and the zeroth-order consistency of the dual gradient * . This second condition, which we call compatibility is paramount: it involves both discrete integration and discrete differentiation and can be re-stated (via equation 3) as a discrete version of Stokes' theorem. None of the gradients described in section 2.2 naturally enforces this condition on general clouds of points. In the meshless literature, the notion of compatibility appeared in the work of Bonet (see [3] ), where compatibility is sought by means of kernel correction. The second notable contribution is Chiu's in [4] . However, Chiu does not discriminate between primal and dual gradients since he a priori enforces skew-symmetry of his gradient coefficients.
Our previous work [22] showed that using a corrected version of the renormalized 1 gradient, it is possible to experience second order convergence rate for the diffusion problem with sources. More importantly, it also suggested that exact compatibility is not strictly necessary for second-order convergence: it seems sufficient to bound the term * 1 with a constant as the point cloud is refined instead of the worst-case * 1 = O(h −1 ) (Here, h denotes a typical inter-particular distance in the point cloud. It is chosen proportional to the maximum distance x j − x i for which either A i,j or A j,i is non-null). We call these gradients "quasi-compatible".
In section 2.6, we will once again demonstrate that using a first order consistent and quasicompatible gradient yields ultimate second order convergence for the diffusion problem.
Another symmetric discretization of the diffusion problem
Inspired by finite volume discretizations on orthogonal meshes, other discretizations of the diffusion operator have also been proposed in the meshless literature (see [7] for a review SPH discretizations of the diffusion operator). The details vary, but the most promising (according to [7] ) reads in coefficients:
This operator is self-adjoint and the related bi-linear form reads:
The conditions for the patch test can once again be restated as compatibility conditions. Indeed in the case of the above laplacian ( using a kernel with radial symmetry), a sufficient condition for the laplacian of a linear field to vanish is that the classical (dual) gradient of the unit field CLASS 1 vanishes.
Looking for quasi-compatible configurations and results
The generation of point clouds well-suited for meshless simulations is somehow similar to the meshing procedure in mesh-based methods: it should not be performed regardless of the numerical method that follows. Generating point cloud has recently been an active area of research in the computer graphics community, where harmonious yet unstructured point clouds are sought. Several methods to build these "blue noise" configuration bear striking similarities with the method exposed here. See [8] , [12] and [5] for more details.
In [1] and [16] , Adami, Hu and Adams add a "background pressure" source term to their momentum equation as the gradient of a constant field. This term was demonstrated to have a regularizing effect on the point cloud, which gave better approximation properties to the underlying kernel estimation of (constant in their incompressible setting) density. In order to better understand this source term, let us define the following function of all the node coordinates:
Let us remark that V is non-negative and thus admits at least a minimum on every compact. The gradient of V with respect to x k can be written:
Hence, this constant pressure source term (eq. 17 of [16] ) can be re-written using our notations:
Since their second term is dissipative (it is the discretization of viscosity forces), their procedure can be thought of as a generalized gradient descent trying to minimize V. They remain unclear concerning the boundary condition that were used, but we can safely assume that there were either fixed nodes surrounding the discretized domain or that periodic boundary conditions were used. In any case, the x j are bound to rest in a compact region, and a local minimum of V is ultimately reached. This local minimum has zero gradient, hence it defines a point cloud where the discrete dual meshless gradient of a constant function is null. With such node positions, the classical gradient is compatible (and consistent, and coincides with the renormalized 0 gradient). Similarly, we generated several clouds of points of different sizes using a gradient descent algorithm. The algorithm was stopped when the norm of the gradient of a unit field reached a given threshold. We call this threshold "Stokes' default" since it is a measure of how much Stokes' formula fails to be satisfied. We also tried the same procedure using the renormalized 1 gradient. Even if we could not find any function similar to V which partial derivatives with respect to positions give the dual gradient of a constant function, we still have been able to reduce * 1 by three orders of magnitude or more using this technique.
In our tests, the nodes were initially distributed as a low discrepancy Halton sequence (see [9] for details about low discrepancy sequences), and two layers of boundary nodes ensured that no particle escaped the simulation domain. These particles were later used to enforce Dirichlet boundary conditions for the diffusion equation. Node volumes were chosen all equal, and so that their sum reproduced the volume of the simulation domain. This is in agreement with the Quasi-Monte Carlo philosophy associated with low discrepancy sequences. Typical node arrangements are displayed on figures 1 to 4.
Concerning the diffusion equations, the source s and the Dirichlet border conditions are set so that an analytical solution is known. Thus, it was possible to perform an h-convergence analysis for each presented gradient. The corresponding curves are shown in figures 7 -9. On each curve, the Stokes default is kept below the following thresholds: 100, 50, 30, 10, 5, 3, 1, 0.5 and 0.3. It should be clear from these curves that enforcing compatibility conditions is a good means to improve accuracy of diffusion simulations. Indeed, the lower the Stokes default, the best the accuracy. With poor compatibility, very poor accuracy was consistently obtained (error ≥ 100%) for all gradients. It can also be noted that increasing the order of consistency of the primal gradient was always beneficial to accuracy. Finally let us remark that only the first order consistent gradient produced straight-looking accuracy curves. A linear least-squares fit of the three last curves (Stokes default 1, 0.5 and 0.3) gave approximate order of convergence of 2.03, 2.08 and 2.10. This is why we claim we achieve ultimate second order convergence if we keep the Stokes default under a low enough threshold.
APPROXIMATE ADVECTION AND COMPATIBILITY
In the context of Lagrangian simulation, the point cloud is evolving at every time step. In this section, we will show on a concrete example that exact advection of the nodes along the physical velocity field is not a desirable feature of a SPH simulation. The idea is not new, and several authors have proposed regularized velocity fields better suited for advection ([19] and his XSPH formulation is probably the most famous). To a large extend, artificial viscosity can also be regarded as an additional source in the momentum equation.
It is often not clear how the addition of those regularizing source terms impact the kinematics of the fluid. This section quantatively explores the implications of the use of an ALE velocity on the mean level of Stokes default.
An ALE source term
Corrective procedures proposed in [19] (XSPH), [1] (transport-velocity) and [15] (Fickdiffusion based regularization) are difficult to analyze because they are directly formulated at the time-discretized level. Hence, time discretization and space discretization are already coupled, and it is quite often not clear how they really interact. This is the reason why we propose an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (see [6] for a good introduction to ALE formulations) velocity formulation independent of the time discretization. In the results that we show, high order time discretization as well as low time steps were used so that time discretization errors are completely negligible.
Let us suppose that the space discretization is initially very good, and that the computed velocity field v(x) is extremely close to the physical velocity. In order to go to the next time-step, the simulation procedure should carry the SPH nodes along the streamlines of the velocity for the duration of a time-step. Figure 10 shows the advection of initially regularly arranged nodes after advection with a Taylor-Green flow (which is a solution of the incompressible NavierStokes equations). Even if the flow is extremely regular (in our example it is smooth and its divergence is zero, thus not creating voids or excess of fluid in any area at the continuous level), we can see that, at a discrete level, holes have been created in some areas, and nodes have clumped in others. Concurrently, the Stokes default (as plotted on figure 15 ) quickly rises from a null value (the cartesian arrangement of nodes is compatible), to a size-dependant small range of values (40-50 in the example). At mid-time, the flow velocity is reversed and the flow travels back towards the initial state. Symmetry of figure 15 demonstrates the time-reversibility of the approach. In order to create figure 10, the following uncoupled system of ODEs was solved:
While equation 22 defines the solution of the exact node advection, we could instead seek a "close" solution to the advection problem while keeping a better mesh quality (i.e. lower Stokes default). For instance, we could solve the following system (where c i is a "small" velocity field designed so as to keep the Stokes default under a given threshold).
In 23, c i can immediately be interpreted as the ALE velocity defined in [6] in the context of point cloud advection (as opposed to mesh advection). Inspired by the quasi-gradient descent method of [16] , we propose the following easy to compute expression for c i (where γ is a user-provided constant):
All the presented results used the classical SPH gradient This choice would ensure that the advection velocity goes to zero as the cloud is refined as c i = O( √ h), so that the method is asymptotically Lagrangian instead of fully ALE. Of course, other compromises could also be made.
As a final remark, let us note that using formulation 23 -24 with gradient CLASS * lowers the value of R1 * for a given value of the parameter γ, but this value still increases as h increases as shown in figure 19 . This fact slightly tempers the good results presented in [15] .
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In section 2.1 we presented a meshless framework for the discretization of partial differential equations and gave the example of the diffusion equation. In section 2.4, we studied the patch test using a symmetric discretization of the diffusion equation underlining the key role of the so-called compatibility conditions, a discrete counterpart of Stokes' formula. In section 2.6 , we showed that good accuracy of the solution to the discrete laplacian problem could not be reached unless the compatibility conditions were met at least approximately.
In section 3 we linked previously proposed stabilization techniques with the recovery of a quasi-compatible gradient. We also proposed a new procedure to enforce approximate compatibility in ALE simulations.
In future works, we would like to investigate the role of the discretization of the boundary (meshed boundaries, ghost particles, . . . ) on the ALE formulation we proposed and extend the analysis to more complicated simulations (fluid flows for instance, but also structural mechanics). Additionally, we would like to clarify the role of the functional V defined in equation 19 and generalize its definition to other gradients.
